
For International Women’s Day 2022, we at Prabhudas Lilladher, launched our initiative:
#StockMarketsAreEqual. 

The idea behind the initiative was that:
While societies may favour a certain gender, stock markets treat all the same. 

If a man or a woman both invest INR 10,000 at the same time in the same stock and exit at the same time - They will 
make the SAME returns. 

While societies may choose to pay men and women differently, the stock markets never take sides.

The PL team went out on the iconic streets of Mumbai with LED Boards with the message #StockMarketsAreEqual 
encouraging women across the city to rub shoulders with men in the stock markets which is an even battleground. 

We even distributed roses to women passers-by as part of the campaign and of course, we did this on Dalal Street 
as well, the home of the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE)!

To spread awareness of our message to a larger audience, we posted videos on PL’s social media channels on Insta-
gram, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, WhatsApp and YouTube on 8th March, International Women’s Day.

The video on all social media platforms reached ~4,86,000 unique people garnering almost 6 lakh views!  
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It was also heavily shared by viewers on their personal accounts since it clearly resonated with them and touched 
a heartbeat. 

Some of the reactions to the campaign on our social media pages were:
   

     “A campaign with a sheer show of resplendence.”

     “Very thoughtful initiative”

     “This was a brilliant campaign and really somthing which no one thought about easily! Kudos to the team.”

     “Great Initiative”

     “Whoever thought of this campaign, legend”

The campaign was organically reposted by Zee Business who has a follower based of 5 lakh+ on Twitter. The validi-
ty of the success of the initiative was felt when an Instagram Marketing Influencer called ‘Mad over Marketing’ who 
has a following of 10 lakh+ reposted our campaign and appreciated it.
So did another online marketing publication called ‘Social Samosa’ who has a following of 4 lakh+.

It is safe to say that the campaign won the internet on Women’s Day!
After the successful run of the BETA version launched in March 2021, we also launched the Wealth for Women 
product on International Women’s Day.
Wealth for Women is a diversified portfolio which gives women investors exposure to various asset classes such 
as domestic and international equities, gold and fixed income instruments. It uses its proprietary quant model to 
invest in the right asset at the right time. The portfolio manages risks and generates sustainable returns across bull 
and bear market cycles by dynamically adjusting its asset allocation. The quant-based approach helps to reduce 
human bias and errors in asset selection and quantum of allocation. 
This portfolio is for every single Indian woman, whether she is working as a lawyer or a nurse, or as a marketing 
professional or a teacher, or running her own business as an entrepreneur or is a homemaker. 
The product launch was also communicated by Financial Express, Economic Times and Women Entrepreneur India 
in their respective articles dated March 9, 2022.
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